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Abstract—We study the problem of matching a set of applicants
to a set of posts, where each applicant has an ordinal preference
list, which may contain ties, ranking a subset of posts. A matching
M is popular if there exists no matching M 0 where more
applicants prefer M 0 to M . Several notions of optimality are
studied in the literature for the case of strictly ordered preference
lists. We fill the gap in this paper for the case involving ties and
propose novel algorithmic and complexity results to this variant.
Next, we focus on the NP-Hard case where additional copies of
posts can be added in the preference lists, called Popular Matching
with Copies. We define new dominance rules for this problem and
present several novel graph properties characterising the posts
that should be copied with priority. We present a comprehensive
set of experiments for the popular matching problem with copies
to evaluate our dominance rules as well as the different branching
strategies. Our experimental study emphasizes the importance of
the dominance rules and characterises the key aspects of a good
branching strategy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Matching under preferences is a large family of problems occurring in real-world applications, including campus
house allocation, exchanges/markets and assigning reviewers
to conference papers [1]. Different formulations of these problems have been proposed, distinguishing between one-sided
matching [2] and two-sided matching, e.g. the stable marriage
problem [3], [4]. The notion of popularity was introduced by
Gardenfors [5] in the full stable marriage problem, where it
is a desirable property in finding a weakly stable matching.
In the popular matching problem, a set of applicants A have
to be matched to a set of posts P where each applicant has
an ordinal list of preference over posts, ranking a subset of
posts in order of preference. Notice that only the applicants
have preferences over posts. Therefore, the popular matching
problem considers only one-sided preferences. If applicants
can be indifferent between posts, we say that preference lists
contain ties. A formal definition of popular matching is given
later in Section II. Informally, a matching M can be seen as a
set containing pairs ha, pi where a is an applicant and p is a
post and each applicant/post appears at most once in M . Given
two matchings M and M 0 , we use the notation M ≺ M 0 if
(strictly) more applicants prefer M 0 to M . A matching M
is popular if and only if there is no matching M 0 such that
M ≺ M 0.
Example 1.1: A = {a1 , a2 , a3 }, P = {p1 , p2 , p3 } and
each applicant prefers p1 to p2 and p2 to p3 . The reader
can check that this instance does not admit a popular

matching since for any matching M , there exists a matching
M 0 such that M ≺ M 0 . For instance, consider the three
(symmetrical) matchings M1 = {(a1 , p1 ), (a2 , p2 ), (a3 , p3 )},
M2
=
{(a1 , p3 ), (a2 , p1 ), (a3 , p2 )}, and M3
=
{(a1 , p2 ), (a2 , p3 ), (a3 , p1 )}. We have M1 ≺ M2 , M2 ≺ M3 ,
and M3 ≺ M1 .
A solution to this situation is to add a copy of a post
p1 or p2 . This problem is called the Popular Matching with
Post Copies. An example for the popular matching problem
is the training program. A training program can be run for
a single person, but some training programs may be able
to accommodate more than one person. We wish to fix the
capacity of each training program so as to enable the resulting
instance to admit a popular matching. An other relevant
scenario is to organise bus tours at a conference. People can
express their preference over the tours and it is possible to
increase the size of a bus at a cost.
Related previous work. Abraham et al. in [6] showed that
the standard popular matching problem is polynomial to solve
even if the preference lists contain ties. In particular, they
describe a number of efficient algorithms for finding popular
matchings. Recently, it has been shown that this problem
can be encoded using one Global Cardinality Constraint [7].
Several variants of the popular matching problem exist in the
literature. Let r be the largest preference list size. A popular
matching is fair [8] if it matches the least number of applicants
to their r choice and then, subject to this, the least number to
their r − 1 choice, and so on. A matching is rank-maximal [9]
if it matches the maximum number of applicants to their first
choice and then, subject to this, the maximum number to their
second choice, and so on. The authors of [10], [11] studied
the problem of finding a popular matching in a setting where
additional copies of posts can be introduced at a cost. A variant
called popular matching in the capacitated house allocation
problem is described in [12] and its variant with weights is
introduced in [13].
Contributions. In this paper we study two important variants of the popular matching problem. The first variant is
the optimal popular matching. The notion of optimality is
studied in the literature solely for the case of preference lists
without ties. In this paper we extend to the case involving
ties and propose novel algorithmic and complexity results
for this variant. In particular, we propose an integer linear

programming (ILP) model and a flow model for the optimal
popular matching, where ties are allowed in the preference
list. We show that the optimal popular matching with ties
can be solved in O(n(m + n log(n))) time, where n is the
set of applicants and m is the length of the preference lists.
The second variant deals with instances that does not admit a
popular matching (Example 1.1). We consider the case where
we can add copies of posts in order to find a popular matching.
This problem is known to be NP-Hard [10] and it remains NPcomplete even when preferences are derived from the same
master preference list [14]. Kavitha et al. in [10] show that
this problem remains NP-complete when the preference lists
are of length 2 and ties are allowed only in first position.
However, their properties are not applicable to the general
case. We develop a number of new graph properties that are
used to define new dominance rules for the popular matching
with copies problem. These dominance rules have a significant
impact for the efficiency of the branching strategy. We conduct
the first experimental study for this variant by evaluating the
different search strategies as well as the dominance rules
that we propose. Our experiments show the key aspects of
a good branching strategy and demonstrate the efficiency of
our dominance rules.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we give a formal background and define the notation
used in the paper. In Section III we give our algorithmic results
on optimal popular matching. In Section IV we study popular
matching with copies, presenting novel graph properties and
new dominance rules. Lastly, in Section V we present our
experimental study.
II. P OPULAR M ATCHING
An instance of the popular matching problem involves an
undirected bipartite graph G = (A ∪ P, E), where A is called
the set of applicants, P is called the set of posts, and each
applicant ai ranks all posts in {pj | (ai , pj ) ∈ E}. We assume
that every applicant ai ∈ A has in its preference list an extra
unique post li , called a last resort. Every last resort li is
assumed to be worse than any post in P . In this way, we can
assume that every applicant is matched, since any unmatched
applicant can be assigned to his unique last resort.
For each matched node u in a matching M , we denote by
M (u) the node linked to u by an edge in M . An applicant ai
prefers a matching M to a matching M 0 if ai is matched in M
and unmatched in M 0 , or if ai is matched in both M and M 0
but prefers M (ai ) to M 0 (ai ). A matching M is more popular
than a matching M 0 if there are more applicants preferring M
to M 0 . A matching M is popular if there exists no matching
more popular than M . The popular matching problem is the
question of deciding if a popular matching exists, and to find
one if it is the case.
A. Strict Preference Lists
Suppose that the preferences are given in a strict order (i.e.,
without ties). For each applicant ai , we denote by f (ai ) the
first-ranked post in its preference list. A post pj ∈ P is called

Fig. 1. An instance of popular matching with strict preference lists.

an f -post if ∃ai ∈ A such that f (ai ) = pj . Let f (pj ) be the set
of applicants ai where f (ai ) = pj . Let s(ai ) be the best (most
preferred) post for ai that is not an f -post. Such a post is called
an s-post. The least preferred post li guarantees the existence
of s(ai ). Figure 1 shows an example with 6 applicants and
6 posts [6]. The bold entries in the preference lists are the
f -posts and the underlined entries are the s-posts.
Theorem 2.1: (From [6]) A matching M is popular if and
only if:
a) Every f -post is matched in M ,
b) For each applicant ai , M (ai ) ∈ {f (ai ), s(ai )}.
B. Preference List With Ties
We consider the case where preferences can contain ties (see
Figure 2(a) from [6]). The notions of f -posts and s-posts are
defined in the case where ties are present, similar to preference
lists without ties.
The definition of f (ai ) becomes the set of top choices for
applicant ai . However the definition of s(ai ) is no longer the
same and, in this case, it may contain a number of surplus f posts. Let M be a popular matching of some instance graph
G = (A ∪ P, E). We define the first-rank graph of G as G1 =
(A ∪ P, E1 ), where E1 is the set of all rank-one edges.
Let M1 be a maximum matching in G1 . We recall the
Gallai-Edmonds decomposition [15] in Lemma 2.1 using the
following notation. Using M1 , one can partition A ∪ P into
three disjoint sets: E, O, and U. These sets are defined as
following: E (respectively O) is the set of nodes having an
even (respectively odd) alternating path with respect to M1
from an unmatched node; and U is the set of nodes that are
not in E ∪ O.
Lemma 2.1 (Gallai-Edmonds decomposition (From [15])):
Let E, O and U be the vertices sets defined by G1 and M1
above. Then:
a) E, O, and U are a partition of A ∪ P , and any maximum
matching in G1 leads to exactly the same sets E, O, U.
b) Every node in O (resp. U) is matched to a node in E
(resp. U), and |M | = |O|+| U |/2.
c) No maximum matching of G1 contains an edge between
two nodes in O, a node in O and a node in U, or between
a node in E and a node in U.
In [6], s(ai ) is defined as the top choice(s) for ai in E;
see Figures 2(a) where bold entries represent the f -posts
and underlined entries represent the s-posts. In this example E = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , p3 , p5 , p6 , l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 , l6 }, O =
{a6 , p1 , p2 }, and U = {a5 , p4 }.
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Fig. 2. An example with ties in the preference lists and the graph G1 with
a maximum matching in bold.
Fig. 3. A perfect matching instance.

Theorem 2.2: (From [6]) A matching M is popular iff:
a) M ∩ E1 is a maximum matching of G1 ,
b) For each applicant ai , M (ai ) ∈ f (ai ) ∪ s(ai ).
III. O PTIMAL P OPULAR M ATCHING
Several notions of optimality are studied in the literature
for the case of preferences without ties [8], [16]. The most
common way is to associate each edge to a weight. The
purpose then is to find a minimum/maximum weight popular
matching.
The authors of [16] improve the algorithms of Kavitha [8]
for finding a min-cost popular matching in O(n + m) time
and rank-maximal/fair popular matchings in O(n log n + m)
time, where n = |A| and m is the sum of preference lists.
We consider the more general case where preferences can
contain ties. We assume that the weight function is monotonically increasing with respect to the rank. In the case of
maximisation, it is sufficient to consider the opposite of each
weight then solve the new minimisation problem.
To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of finding
an optimal popular matching where ties are allowed in the
preference lists, is unknown. However, recently we found a
technical report in ArXiv [17] showing the result with the
same worst case time complexity. Our approach is, however,
much simpler.
We shall use a one-one correspondence between the set of
posts and the set of values ∆ = {1, 2, . . . , |P |+n} as follows:
every post pj is associated with the value j and every last
resort post li (related to applicant ai ) is associated with the
value |P | + i. The solution of the popular matching problem
is a matching between the set of applicants A and the set of
posts ∆P corresponding to the values in ∆. Let n1 be the
number of applicants, and n2 ≤ n1 be the number of posts in
∆P . We denote by ∆β the set of posts in Op ∪ U p , where β
is the size of this set. Let G0 = (A ∪ ∆P , E 0 ) be the bipartite
graph modelling our problem, where the weight on each edge
(ai , pj ) ∈ E 0 represents the rank of pj in the preference lists
of ai .
We use the well-known Minimum Weight Perfect Matching
in Bipartite Graph problem. This problem is equivalent to the

classic assignment problem with cost, which can be solved
with the following integer linear programming (ILP) model:
X
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We transform the graph G0 to an instance of the Minimum
Weight Perfect Matching in a Bipartite Graph problem. In
order to obtain a perfect matching, we need to add K = n2 −n1
dummy-applicant vertices in A, each of which is linked to all
posts in ∆P \ ∆β with a weight equal to a large constant C,
e.g. C = |P |2 . Note that the weight on the edges between
ai ∈ A and pj ∈ ∆β is equal to 1 (first rank). This linear
transformation is illustrated in Figure 3.
If we compute a Minimum Weight Perfect Matching with
the ILP and find a solution, we will obtain a weight equal
to KC + , where  represents the weights sum from the n1
normal applicants. Since KC is constant,  is the minimum
weight that we are looking for. Thus, the matching obtained,
without the dummy-applicant vertices, corresponds to a solution of optimal popular matching problem.
Kuhn [18] gave the first polynomial algorithm, called the
Hungarian method, to solve the Minimum Weight Perfect
Matching in Bipartite Graph problem. The algorithm had a
running time of O(n3 ). Then, in [19] the authors gave a
reduction of this problem to the flow circulation problem.
As we did with our linear transformation to obtain a perfect
matching instance, we can create a flow circulation instance
in a special network. And from this new model, we can use
better existing complexity results.
Let G = (V, E) be a network, the flow circulation problem
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the flow circulation problem.
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ub(v, w) upper bound on flow on the edge (v, w),
c(v, w) cost of one flow unit on the edge (v, w),
lb(v, w) ≤ f (v, w) ≤ ub(v, w),
X
min
c(v, w).f (v, w).

(4)
(5)

(v,w)∈E

Linear transformation. In order to force the assignment of
the β posts in ∆β , we fix by [1, 1] the lower and upper bounds
of the arcs going out from these posts. We also force the flow
passing by the other posts to not exceed n1 − β, otherwise
all the flow could pass by these arcs and not by the posts in
∆β . An illustration of the construction is presented in Figure
4. In [20], the authors proposed an algorithm to solve the flow
problem in O(n(m + n log n)). Therefore, an optimal popular
matching with ties can be computed in O(n(m + n log n))
time.
IV. P OPULAR M ATCHING WITH P OST C OPIES
Many instances of the popular matching problem admit no
solution. In the literature, authors have studied such situations
where extra copies of posts are allowed in order to find a
solution [10]. In [10] the authors show that this problem
remains N P-complete even when the preference lists have
length 2 and ties are allowed only in first position. They also
consider the variant where they maintain an upper bound k on
the total number of extra copies for all posts, rather than an
upper bound on the number of copies for each item.
The problem is related to many real-world applications
such as DVD rental stores, training programs, and bus tours.
According to client demand, additional copies of an item can
be purchased in order to satisfy their preferences. A training
program can be run for a single person, but some training
programs may be able to accommodate more than one person.
We wish to fix the capacity of each training program. To
organise bus tours for a given conference, people express
their preference over the tours and it is possible to increase
the size of a bus at a cost.
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Fig. 5. Illustrations of the copy of a post in O in G1 .

This problem is called the F IXING C OPIES problem:
Instance: Given an instance of the popular matching problem associated to the graph G = (A ∪ P, E), and a list
hc1 , . . . , c|P | i of upper bounds on the number of copies
possible for each post.
Question: Does there exist an hχ1 , . . . , χ|P | i such that for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , |P |} having χi copies of the i-th post, where
1 ≤ χi ≤ ci , enables the resulting graph to admit a popular
matching?
The F IXING C OPIES problem is known to be N Pcomplete [10], and it remains N P-complete even when preferences are derived from the same master preference list [14].
A. Properties of the F IXING C OPIES Problem
We assume that the initial instance I 0 does not admit a
popular matching. The bipartite graph associated to I 0 is
denoted by G0 = (A ∪ P 0 , E 0 ).
F IXING C OPIES can be divided into two parts: first, deciding
the number of copies for each post; second, solving the
new popular matching instance. We propose to study the
consequences of creating post copies for instances that do not
admit popular matching according to the labels.
1) An Automaton for the Posts: We introduce several
properties of the new instances obtained by copying a post
according to the E, O, U labelling. In the following, a post
will be said in E, O or U if it is labelled by the corresponding
set.
Lemma 4.1: In any instance obtained from the copy of a
post pi in O, the post and its copies will remain in O or be in
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the copy of a post in U in G1 .

U. From this copy, any other post in O will be also in U or
will remain in O, and all posts in E or U will stay the same.
Proof. Let M be the maximum matching used to obtain the
sets E, O and U. We use the M -alternating path notion from
Berge [21]. By definition, if pi is in O then it is linked to
an M -alternating path and matched to an applicant ai in E
(see Figure 5). We recall that all posts in these paths are in O
by definition. Therefore there are two cases: 1) there are only
non-disjoint M -alternating paths linked to pi (see Figure 5(a)),
and 2) at least two disjoint M -alternating paths are connected
to pi (see Figure 5(b)).
In both cases, the copy p0i is also connected to ai and to
at least one M -alternating path. There exists one augmenting M -alternating path called C1 from p0i . By changing the
membership in M of all edges of C1 , we can increase the
matching. After this modification, there is no other augmenting
M -alternating path and the matching is maximum by Berge’s
Theorem [21]. Since all posts of C1 are in O, no post in E or
U changes from this copy. From this new matching M , we
can recompute the labels.
In the first case, let pj be the closest vertex to pi on
C1 which creates a joint with other M -alternating paths. To
simplify the proof we split C1 in two parts: the one at the left
of pj (containing pi ) and the right one. The right part of C1
remains unchanged, but on the left part of C1 , every vertex
changes into U (see Figure 5(a)). Thus from this copy, all
posts in O will remain in O or will change into U.
In the second case, there exists at least one distinct M alternating path C2 connected to pi and p0i . The concatenation
of C2 and the modified C1 creates a unique M -alternating
path. Therefore, the labels from the modified C1 remain the
same. Thus in both cases, after the copy of a post in O, all
posts in O will remain the same or will be in U, and all posts
in E or U will remain the same.

Corollary 4.1: In any instance obtained from a copy of a
post in O, the maximum matching is increased by 1.
Lemma 4.2: In any instance obtained from the copy of a
post pi in U, the post and its copies will be in E. From this
copy, any other post in U will be in E or will remain in U.
And all posts in E or O will remain the same.
Proof. Let M be the maximum matching used to obtain the
sets E, O and U. By definition, if pi is in U then it cannot
be linked to an M -alternating path, and it is matched to an
applicant ai who is also in U (see Figure 6). Since the copy p0i
has the same properties than pi , no augmenting M -alternating
path is created from it, and p0i remains unmatched and in E.
Thus the maximum matching remains the same, so all vertices

which are not a member of any M -alternating path from p0i
will keep their label.
All the vertices in U that are a member of an M -alternating
path from this p0i will be in O or E. It is obvious that the
applicant vertices will be in O and the post ones in E. All
vertices not in U that are also a member of this path will
remain the same. Thus after the copy of a post in U, all posts
in U will remain the same or will be in E, and all posts in E
or O will remain the same.

Corollary 4.2: In any instance obtained from the copy of a
post in U, the maximum matching will remain the same.
Corollary 4.3: From any instance I with a popular matching, every instance I ∗ obtained from I by copying only posts
in E admits a popular matching

Proof. From Lemma 4.3, adding more copies from E will
not change the labels. In the best case we will obtain more
s-posts. Thus I is a sub-solution of any I ∗ .

Lemma 4.3: In any instance obtained from the copy of a
post pi in E, the maximum matching and the label of any
vertex will remain the same.

Proof. Let M be the maximum matching used to obtain the
sets E, O, and U. First, if pi is unmatched then any copy
of this post will be in E. Second, if pi is matched, then by
definition it cannot be linked to an M -alternating path, and
it is matched to an applicant ai who is in O (see Figure 7).
Obviously, p0i will be only connected to an applicant vertex
that is in O. Thus, we will have only new M -alternating paths
from p0i but none of them will be an augmenting path. Thus
after the copy of a post in E, all vertices will remain the same
as the cardinality of the maximum matching.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the copy of a post in E in G1 .

From Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we can deduce an important
result about the label behaviour of posts after a copy.
Theorem 4.1: From any copy of a post in E, O or U, every
post follows the automaton shown in Figure 8 (to characterise
his new label).

O

U

E

Fig. 8. Illustration of the automaton

2) Dominance rules: We introduce new dominance rules.
For any instance I, we denote by F I the set of posts that are
not f -posts or s-posts.
Lemma 4.4: Let I and I ∗ be two instances where I ∗ is
built from I by copying some posts. Any post in F I is in
∗
FI .
Proof. Let pi be such a post. Clearly pi is in E. Now since
pi ∈ F I , then for all the applicants, their best choice in E
is never pi but other posts in E. From Theorem 4.1 any post
in E will always remain in E after any kind of copy. Thus,
the other posts will remain in E and pi will never become a
s-post.

Theorem 4.2: Let I be an instance without a popular
matching, and let pi ∈ F I . Every instance with a popular
matching, obtained from I by copying some posts, admits a
popular matching even with the original number of copies of
pi from I.
Proof. If pi ∈ F I , it cannot be assigned to an applicant in
a popular matching. By Lemma 4.4, the proof is immediate. 
The first dominance rule is working for any copy of any
post. Using the Corollary 4.3 another dominance rule can be
described the posts in E.
We say that two instances I and I 0 have the same status if
I admits a popular matching iff I 0 admits a popular matching.
Theorem 4.3: Every instance obtained from an instance I
by copying a post pi in E has the same status as I or admits
a popular matching.
Proof. By using Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.3, one can
conclude easily that any copy of a post in E will not change
the labels, and may add more s-posts in the instance. This
can lead to find a popular matching.

Remark 4.1: These strong theoretical results lead to consider
only instances with a maximum number of copies for the sposts and to avoid the posts in F I . These properties highlight
the difficulty in identifying posts that do not need to be copied
to find a popular matching. Indeed, the s-posts can change
only after a copy of U posts.
B. Modelling the F IXING C OPIES Problem
We propose to explore a lexicographic instances tree where
the root node represents I 0 and any other node is associated to
an instance obtained from its parent by increasing the copies
of one post. With the lexicographic branching, we explore the
instance nodes where we increase the number of copies of
each post to the maximum before increasing the next ones.
Let χk (pi ) be the number of copies fixed for a post pi
given an instance I k . In this tree, any descendant I l of a
node I k has the following property: ∀pi ∈ P, χl (pi ) ≥
χk (pi ). Thus from each node, we can apply all the results

obtained in Section IV-A. From Theorem 4.2, we can fix the
number of copies of some posts for an instance node and
its children. Therefore we apply the following linear time
dominance rule: Let I l be a child of I k , then: ∀i, if pi ∈
k
F I , then ∀I l , χl (pi ) = χk (pi ).
We consider the impact of the branching strategies based
on the O, E, U labelling. From Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.3
the copy from a post in E does not change the labels and can
not remove the popularity from other instances with copies
from different labels. This result shows that branching on
posts in E does not avoid some potential solutions in another
branches of the search tree. At last from Corollary 4.2 the copy
from a post in U does not change the maximum matching,
but changes at least two posts into E. This leads to new spost assignments, and thus to remove some posts in E from
an s-post assignment. We can conclude that only the posts
in U have a significant impact on the branching decision,
indeed exploring the nodes, where labels U are considered
last, should reduce the backtracking.
V. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
We present an experimental study for the NP-Hard variant of
F IXING C OPIES problem. Our purpose is to evaluate the different branching strategies as well as the impact of the dominance
rules. The exploration strategies are the six permutations to
rank in priority the three labels E, O, U. The model that
we presented in Section IV-B is implemented in Python. We
use Numberjack [22] to model the standard popular matching
problem with the CP model of [7]. The timeout is fixed to 20
minutes for every instance.
We first run all the configurations on purely random instances, but observed that these instances are easy to solve.
We therefore studied another family of instances based on a
notion of a master preference list. These instances are inspired
by real-world situations where often the preferences follow
a similar tendency. Irving et al. [14] considered the stable
marriage problem in the presence of master preference lists,
reflecting that the preferences of one gender are similar to each
other, and proved that many interesting variants remain hard
under this master list model. We adopted a similar approach
in these experiments.
We generated the instances as follows: the number of applicants a ∈ {100, 150, 200}; the number of posts p ∈ { a2 , a};
a a
the upper bound ub ∈ { 20
, 10 } for each post copies; and
each post has a probability h ∈ {50%, 70%, 90%} to be in
the applicant preference list following the order given by the
master preference list. For each configuration ha, p, ub, hi we
use 40 different randomised seeds.
We report a representative set of the results in Tables I
and II due to space. In these tables, every column is denoted by
X1 a X2 p X3 ub X4 h where: X1 is the number of applicants;
X2 is the number of posts; X3 is the upper bound for
copies; and X4 is the probability h described above. Each
row summarises the results of each branching strategy. For
instance, the rows starting with eou correspond to the search
strategy where every post in E has the priority to be copied

100a 50p 20ub 90h
%sol
D
T
95% 826.73 183.16
100% 166.87 9.32
100% 782.47 154.56
100% 166.87 9.35
95% 859.21 189.62
97% 302.53 24.22
75% 563.26 115.71
92% 339.16 29.89
100% 392.32 60.33
100% 120.15 9.36
75% 563.26 117.02
92% 337.86 30.81
50p 10ub 90h
D
T
2716.66 485.69
104.12 5.38
424.75 39.46
104.12 5.41
2713.66 485.61
3568.75 246.01
93.00 6.71
84.00 5.84
323.87 34.06
96.62 6.03
93.00 6.72
84.00 5.84
100a
%sol
7%
20%
20%
20%
7%
10%
2%
2%
20%
20%
2%
2%
100a 50p 20ub 70h
%sol
D
T
92% 854.94 185.04
100% 172.80 9.71
100% 815.47 164.37
100% 172.80 9.75
92% 864.81 189.37
92% 200.32 12.28
70% 612.89 124.37
77% 187.19 15.59
100% 398.92 57.77
100% 122.00 8.67
72% 594.75 121.51
80% 184.06 15.46
50p 10ub 70h
D
T
1277.50 216.40
126.12 6.97
427.62 39.32
126.12 6.96
1277.50 217.04
965.50 79.1
360.00 41.44
99.00 6.61
387.62 44.36
123.25 8.48
360.00 40.40
99.00 6.64
100a
%sol
15%
20%
20%
20%
15%
15%
7%
7%
20%
20%
7%
7%
100a 50p 20ub 50h
%sol
D
T
90% 863.33 193.41
100% 176.42 10.07
100% 814.82 163.30
100% 176.42 10.04
90% 863.41 191.09
90% 211.61 13.64
80% 618.25 130.00
87% 270.57 25.14
100% 414.32 67.05
100% 119.82 8.54
80% 618.18 130.66
87% 270.51 25.24
50p 10ub 50h
D
T
431.25 39.24
113.33
5.82
420.83 38.35
113.33
5.81
431.25 39.34
132.00
7.38
298.25 34.42
93.50
6.33
265.83 25.57
91.83
5.90
298.25 34.42
93.50
6.28
euo-0
euo-1
eou-0
eou-1
ueo-0
ueo-1
uoe-0
uoe-1
oeu-0
oeu-1
oue-0
oue-1

We studied two important variants of popular matching:
the optimal popular matching, and the popular matching with
copies. We reported the first polynomial time algorithm to
find optimal popular matching in the presence of ties in the
preference lists. Next, we showed novel graph properties and
new dominance rules for the popular matching with copies.
Our experiments on hard instances of the popular matching
problem with copies showed essentially the key aspects of

100a
%sol
10%
15%
15%
15%
10%
10%
10%
10%
15%
15%
10%
10%

VI. C ONCLUSION

TABLE I
F IXING C OPIES : R ESULTS FOR 100 APPLICANTS , 50 POSTS , 10% AND 20% UPPER BOUND , AND h = 50%, h = 70% h = 90%

first, followed by the posts in O and the posts in U. Ties are
broken lexicographically. Note that we recompute the three
sets E, O, and U, every time a new copy is added. There
is a Boolean at the end of each configuration to indicate
whether we use the dominance rules (-1 with dominance and
-0 without). A run is said to be successful when a solution is
found or unsatisfiability is proven within the time limit. For
each configuration, we report the percentage of successful runs
%sol; the number of decisions (D); and the runtime (T ) in
seconds.
Consider the impact of the dominance rules. Clearly from
Tables I, and II, any configuration performs better when using
the dominance rules. Compare for example the first two lines,
euo-0 and euo-1, in Table I. The percentage of successful
runs is always higher when turning on the dominance rules
(i.e. eou-1). This is also true when comparing the average
runtime and the average number of decisions. Therefore, these
dominance rules, in addition to being computationaly cheap,
are extremely beneficial in practice.
Consider now the different branching strategies. In Table
I, in the rows eou-0, eou-1, oeu-0, oeu-1, the percentage of
successful runs is higher than the others strategies. Second, if
the dominance rules are turned on, then the best strategies
are the ones prioritising the branching of posts in E (e.g.
eou-1 and euo-1). Also, when the posts in E are not given
the top priority, it is always better to branch on them in the
second place (e.g. oeu-1 is better than oue-1). As explained
in Section IV-B, branching on E posts in priority reduces
the backtracking process (i.e., see the number of decisions).
However, if the post is either an f -post or s-post, as enforced
by the first dominance rule, the new copy will be included
in some domains and will increase the likelihood of finding a
solution. Regarding the impact of copying the nodes in U, as
we concluded in Section IV-B, any copy of these posts has an
important impact. Branching on U for last will decrease the
number of decisions and increase the number of solutions.
Last, we notice two observations regarding the hardness of
the problem. First, if we increase the upper bound of the copies
it will increase the number of successful runs as well. Second,
one can see from Tables I and II that increasing the similarity
between the preference lists does not make the instances
easier in general (i.e. when h ∈ {70%, 90%}). Therefore,
increasing the number of applicants, Table I and II, the impact
of the dominance rules is more obvious. The observations we
made previously are also true for the experiments that are not
reported here due to space limitations.

100p 20ub 90h
D
T
271.50
78.65
271.50
79.06
308.00
85.89
295.50 120.29
965.00 921.70
268.83 105.39
295.50 121.25
200a
%sol
0%
15%
0%
15%
0%
5%
0%
5%
2%
15%
0%
5%
200a 100p 40ub 70h
%sol
D
T
0%
100% 378.82 119.63
0%
100% 378.82 119.59
0%
90% 442.38 163.49
10% 425.50 311.79
72% 343.27 162.71
40% 566.68 423.04
100% 271.47 122.32
10% 424.75 303.19
72% 343.17 167.48
100p 20ub 70h
D
T
240.00 64.25
240.00 64.33
1117.00 1141.20
233.00 88.19
200a
%sol
0%
12%
0%
12%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
12%
0%
0%
200a 100p 40ub 50h
%sol
D
T
0%
100% 411.95 135.93
0%
100% 411.95 135.25
0%
87% 482.25 186.02
17% 497.54 609.28
70% 334.21 155.38
20% 461.35 613.75
100% 293.52 137.69
17% 500.43 608.71
70% 334.07 159.30
100p 20ub 50h
D
T
88.28 283.14
88.15 283.14
89.78 308.60
82.48 222.50
737.76 910.00
112.91 279.28
743.26 910.00
83.45 222.50
euo-0
euo-1
eou-0
eou-1
ueo-0
ueo-1
uoe-0
uoe-1
oeu-0
oeu-1
oue-0
oue-1

200a
%sol
0%
17%
0%
17%
0%
12%
0%
10%
2%
17%
2%
10%

TABLE II
F IXING C OPIES : R ESULTS FOR 200 APPLICANTS , 100 POSTS , 10% AND 20% UPPER BOUND , AND h = 50%, h = 70% h = 90%

200a 100p 40ub 90h
%sol
D
T
0%
100% 419.10 144.03
0%
100% 419.10 43.31
0%
95% 492.39 198.31
17% 372.00 234.24
87% 316.60 144.61
25% 564.80 441.0
97% 308.43 150.64
20% 349.25 216.11
90% 313.08 145.22

a good branching strategy as well as the efficiency of our
dominance rules.
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